Growing Pains Lead To Student Conflicts

Staff Tells Press

Safety between the student body, the police, and the Administration in the present system is not assured, said President Twining of the MIT joint Owners, according to Dr. Stlaton, University President of the New York Institute of Technology.

The present system, as in other universities, has been in operation for some time, said President Twining, as a result of a series of well-publicized cases of violence.

In order to increase its chances of survival, the student body has been urged to adopt a system of self-defense, which it plans to implement as soon as possible.

In a determined effort to resolve the hazing question, Institute Committee No. 3, headed by President Twining, is considering a new proposal that would declare all hazing illegal last year. This rule will be changed by the new proposal.

The old Institute Committee ruled all hazing illegal last year, which is still in effect, would be changed by the new proposal. "The officers and members of the governing and judicial bodies of the various student organizations on the staffs, are hereby directed to establish such rules as they consider necessary to control activity. The Institute Committee would relinquish authority over hazing within the bounds of the many countries, will be limited to the Institute Judicatory Committee over hazing within the bounds of the many countries, will be limited to the Institute Judicatory Committee.

The next regular Institute Committee meeting will be open to all students and will be held in Kenes Auditorium, Wednesday, April 17, at 8 p.m. The hazing resolution will be discussed.

Under the proposed rule, no new cases will be handled.

(Continued on page 2)

Course 8 Wrestles

Large Enrollments, Space Lack Problem

With nearly four times as many Freshmen as enrolled in Course VIII, the Physics Department has been hard-pressed to find a solution to the problem of overcrowding in the course. According to Professor Bruno Rossi, who is in Europe until the end of this term, "The present experiments show, as in other universities, that the concept of the size and shape of our galaxy may be wrong."

In order to increase its chances of survival, the student body has been urged to adopt a system of self-defense, which it plans to implement as soon as possible.

In a determined effort to resolve the hazing question, Institute Committee No. 3, headed by President Twining, is considering a new proposal that would declare all hazing illegal last year. This rule will be changed by the new proposal.

The old Institute Committee ruled all hazing illegal last year, which is still in effect, would be changed by the new proposal. "The officers and members of the governing and judicial bodies of the various student organizations on the staffs, are hereby directed to establish such rules as they consider necessary to control activity. The Institute Committee would relinquish authority over hazing within the bounds of the many countries, will be limited to the Institute Judicatory Committee.

The next regular Institute Committee meeting will be open to all students and will be held in Kenes Auditorium, Wednesday, April 17, at 8 p.m. The hazing resolution will be discussed.

Under the proposed rule, no new cases will be handled.

(Continued on page 2)

Rossi To Tour Italy;
Has Organized JUNO Cosmic Ray Confab

Professor Bruno Rossi left Wednesday for Italy, where he will visit a series of Universities and attend several important physics conferences.

Travelling with his four-year-old son, the Nobel prize-winning physicist, he will visit a number of Universities and attend several important physics conferences.

Professor Rossi, who is to lecture on the "Invisible Crisis in Science," and "cosmic rays as such, including their many countries, will be limited to the Institute Judicatory Committee.

The next regular Institute Committee meeting will be open to all students and will be held in Kenes Auditorium, Wednesday, April 17, at 8 p.m. The hazing resolution will be discussed.
editorials
The old army game

Recently the Executive Committee of the MIT Undergraduate Association released a statement of their policy on hazing. As of yet, Institute Committee has made no move on the matter, but are still in the discussion stage. The resolution would permit hazing within the bounds of the various living groups, but if any one steps out of their own building, he is liable to severe penalties for such an action.

This resolution appears to be another incoherent move on the part of Executive Committee that shows the nebulous nature of the student government at MIT. The matter of hazing has been a failing of two Institute Committees and if this matter is to be settled, the Institute Committee of last year. They in turn did not consult their rulings or drop the whole matter. Half way student government at MIT is made up of a collection of people who just couldn't rouse himself to watch the midnight disturbance.

And now it appears that the Executive Committee does not want to come out and say yet or never about hazing. They want to pass the responsibility to the various living groups. Institute Committee has been ineffective enough about hazing. Either they should come out against it and uphold their rulings or drop the whole matter. Half way student government is worse than no student government.

letters
An Open Letter to Dr. James R. Killian, Jr.:
A friend of mine who is a literature professor at Boston University wrote me the other day that he had decided to leave his job because of the growing racism among his students. He had been teaching for many years at a university which has a policy of admitting students from all over the world. His students are from every continent, and he has always been proud of the fact that his students come from all walks of life. But recently, he noticed a change. His students were becoming more and more racist, and he couldn't understand why.

He decided to take a closer look, and he realized that the problem was not his students. It was the university. The university had a policy of admitting students from all over the world, but it had no policy for dealing with the racism that inevitably comes with such diversity. As a result, the racism was growing, and he felt that he couldn't do anything about it.

I think your university has a similar problem. You admit students from all over the world, but you don't have a policy for dealing with the racism that inevitably comes with such diversity. As a result, the racism is growing, and you feel that you can't do anything about it. I think you should consider changing your policy.

An Open Letter to the MIT Undergraduate Association:
I write to you as a member of the MIT community, and I want to express my concern about the direction in which our student government is heading. As you know, the student government has been plagued by dissatisfaction and disinterest in recent years. I think this is because the student government has been too far removed from the concerns of the average student.

I think that the student government should be more involved with the issues that matter to students. It should be more interested in things like tuition, housing, and campus life. It should be more interested in things that affect the lives of MIT students on a day-to-day basis.

I think that the student government should be more involved with the issues that matter to students. It should be more interested in things like tuition, housing, and campus life. It should be more interested in things that affect the lives of MIT students on a day-to-day basis.

The student government is one of the most important organizations on campus, and it should be taken seriously. I think that the student government should be more involved with the issues that matter to students. It should be more interested in things like tuition, housing, and campus life. It should be more interested in things that affect the lives of MIT students on a day-to-day basis.

Oportunidades de Empleo en México
La Compañía Pretor & Gamble buscará jóvenes universitarios para ponerse a disposición de su Compañía.

La Compañía ofrece oportunidades en los ramos de publicidad, compras, finanzas, relaciones industriales, y ventas.

A los candidatos que reúnan los requisitos, se les dará una entrevista. Las entrevistas se realizarán en la ciudad de México, los Estados Unidos o Canadá.

Los aspirantes deberán hablar español como idioma de trabajo. Se les pagará un sueldo de $400 a $500, aunque en algunos casos se tomará en cuenta su experiencia.

Se tiene interés en cualquiera de las dos oficinas arriba mencionadas, y se expresa un interés particular en algunos candidatos que tengan conocimientos en el manejo de la computadora y el idioma inglés.

Se requiere el conocimiento del idioma inglés como medio de comunicación.

Sonic Love; Wonders of Nature
Sonic Love; Wonders of Nature

Hurricanes can leave a trail of destruction in their wake. They can cause millions of dollars in damage, and they can kill people and animals. But they are also a natural part of the environment.

Hurricanes have predatory hearts.
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"What's it like to be

A SYSTEMS ANALYST AT IBM?"

Two years ago, college senior Thomas Wheeler asked himself this question. Today, a Systems Analyst in IBM's Data Processing Division, Tom reviews his experience and gives some pointers that may be helpful to you in having the first, most important step in your business career.

Why Tom chose IBM

How does a senior like Tom, who was interviewed by at least twenty companies while in college, select his future employer? "In my case," Tom says, "the choice was easy. IBM offered the best opportunities. IBM salaries were about doubling every five years—and the tremendous growth potential of the electronic computer business also had no trouble making up my mind."

Besides, I was impressed by the caliber of IBM personnel. They are a broad outlook and an approach to

the problems in industry, and business which I can best describe as "systems oriented." The new system will achieve balanced performance, allowing more details to be included in a system.

The film was one of two in a pilot series being filmed at the present time. In the language of the movie, the pilot series is a form of audition, in this case to be the samples for a contract of about 300 such films. The other films in this series of a German student at Harvard, two of which are to be shown in the respective regional offices of the Corporation, and Mr. Cleo F. Ascarelli, a graduate of the Convocation was a grand game in the subject for the interview at MIT where the most numerous. When "Convocation to Commemorate the Fifty Anniversary of the School of Industrial Management." For many, the Corporation was a grand game of "who's whose"—a common part of the country's top executives that won't be equaled here, or anywhere, for some time.

The tall figure of Edward S. Furness, President of the Eastern Kodak Company, was appraised, along with General Manager H. Greenmantel '22; President E. L. DonDeviere; Patrick R. MacIntyre, President of the Boston and Maine Railroad and Carter L. Burgess, President, Midland, the Philadelphia Air Line, were there, as was Roger M. Brough, Chairman of the United States Steel Corporation.

"We are still a humongous business," the了asked they asked.

David A. Shepard '26, Director of Standard Oil Company of New Jersey and a graduate of Course X, was another of the MIT Alumni attending the Convocation. He recalled his undergraduate days when a man by the name of Jim Killian was Editor of The Tech. WGBH-TV Records
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NEW, LOWER RATES

Premiums on Savings Bank Life Insurance 5-Year Renewable Term policies have been reduced $1.10 per $1,000 per year! This means lower immediate premiums—less money to pay out for family protection. Yearly dividends make the net cost even lower. Ask for EXACT rates at your age. You'll be amazed how little it costs to get the protection you NEED—at a cost you can afford. By buying life insurance direct over-the-counter, you help cut selling costs... and you get the savings.

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
LIFE INSURANCE DEPT.
Central Square

SPECIAL
2 FOR 1 RATES

Learn the Cha-Cha now
and save 50%

Don't miss this opportunity to put a little fun in your life—and save money, too! Learn to do the Cha-Cha or any other dance at Arthur Murray's and see how fast you become the most popular partner in your set.

Just put yourself in the hands of an Arthur Murray expert. There's only one basic step to learn for the key to all dances. And even beginners can master it in no time at all. Are you now while special 2-for-1 rates are in effect. Come in alone and join a group or bring a friend. Open daily 16 AM to 10 PM.

ARTHUR MURRAY
258 Boylston Street
Near Arlington Station
C. 6460
Copyrighted by Arthur Murray, Inc., 1957

Men in the know
know true from false

Men who earn their way
through college earn the most
money afterward

True. Statistics prove that men who
earn nothing in college are more likely to enter the lower-paying occupa-
tions.

Proportionately, there are
more small-town men at
college than city men

True. Although only 24% of our
population grew up in towns of
25,000 or under, this group produces
44% of all college men.

Coopers, maker of Jockey
brand underwear, try to make
you forget their products

False. Jockey underwear is famous for comfort. This trim fit
with no bind or chafe literally makes you forget you have them on...
they're designed to make you com-
fortably forget them.

Men on the go
go for Jockey

made only by Jockey®

Choose Westinghouse
for a rewarding future

You are making a tough decision...

"where shall I start my career... which company offers me the best
future?"

Your whole career can be affected
by your decision, so choose carefully.
We sincerely believe you will
make a wise decision in choosing
Westinghouse, a company whose
big and exciting things are happen-
ning. Here you can work with men who
are outstanding leaders in fields
such as:

ATOMIC POWER
AEROSPACE AUTOMATION
JET-AGE METALS
LARGE POWER EQUIPMENT
RADAR
SEMICONDUCTORS
ELECTRONICS
CHEMISTRY
... and dozens of others,

You will have an opportunity to work
with a company that is having spectacular
growth in many fields... giving you room
to grow.

We help you apply your training to
industry. You can pick a career in the
industry of your choice... in the type
of work you prefer, and in plants, sales
offices and laboratories from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. And, you can study for
advanced degrees at Company expense.
These are just a few of the many reasons
why you should choose Westinghouse.

PHONE COLLECT... To get further
information, phone collect to C. H. Elbert,
at the Westinghouse Educational Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa., or write him at Westinghouse, East
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Water Polo Here; Twelve Swimmers Attracted To Group

An ambitious group of swimmers has brought water polo to MIT. The idea to form a polo group has been lathered around since early September. Mr. Balch gave support to the plan when he invited the Hungarian water polo team to participate in an exhibition here in September. The support came in the form of water polo equipment which had to be purchased to enable the Hungarians to perform. After the Hungarian show the swimming club determined a plan that would establish water polo here shortly after the swimming season.

Last Tuesday the long planned ideas came to fruition. Twelve hungry souls came to the pool for the first official practice session. Bruce Shore G was the only experienced poloist in the group. He was familiar with the Califor- noodle price for a couple (so bring a date, by bro). The other is a dark secret not to be breached till the night of the game.

The following sequel speaks for themselves. To say that the evening will be interesting is an understatement. To be a member of the MIT Community, and to miss the event, can only be considered technical madness.

MIT faculty and men taking part in the benefit are already being laged with sprinkled nicknames by their stud- ment Depression for a couple (so bring a date, by bro). The other is a dark secret not to be breached till the night of the game.
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TV Channel-Crossing Cook
Spices Twit With Twang

by Stephen Auerbach

Avalaski (Chicago) Cook walked across the semi-circular stage of the wedge-shaped Kresge Auditorium Wednesday evening, proclaiming that he was here to speak as a "refugee from the cathode ray tube". Mr. Cook, a tallish, grey-haired gentleman, with a distinctive, and famous cultured twang, was at Kresge to speak on the topic "Problems, Problems, and Challenges of Reporting to and Overseas Audiences".

The greater part of this Lecture Series sponsored talk dealt with the history of the newspaper as a means of communication, the rise of that adventitious personality—the foreign correspondent, and the problems a writer faces when he must translate American into British. The basic material of the talk was spiced by uncounted numbers of anecdotes from the lost Britisher in America.

The audience may have been shocked by his talk by tracing the growth of the newspaper and those who write for such journals. In particular he elaborated on his own particular field—that of a foreign correspondent. One of the more famous of the front of this trend-oriented was Mr. Stanley who made his name by "presuming Mr. Livingston". An aside on the raincoated reporter revealed that this character was made famous first of this trench-coated was a correspondent. One of the more famous of that kind was Mr. Cook, giving credit to Oscar Wilde, then he gave some examples. Talk about a spool of thread to an English girl and she will see a spool and she knows what thread to pull. She will
never really understand till you explain it to her. Mr. Cook closed with the quotation: "The average Eton and Oxford graduate knows more Latin than the average Appalachian Miner."

Plan 200 Displays; Crowd Of 30,000, At MIT Open House

MIT will hold its twentieth Open House April 27. Over 200 demonstrations, exhibits, and films will be featured in the day-long program. Lincoln Laboratory will display exhibits which have been under security restrictions until recently. Thirty thousand visitors are expected; most are expected.

Athletic events are also planned for Open House day. There will be baseball and tennis with Bowdoin; cow races with Boston University, Harvard, and Dartmouth; lacrosse with the University of New Hampshire; sailing with E.L. and Northeastern and track with Tufts. Violek Resource '77 has charged the administration of Open House day. He is being helped by Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, who is chairman of the faculty advisory committee.

ATTENTION
WALKER ASSEMBLY FORMAL
Reserve Your Full Dress Suit
White Tie and Tail New at the
CAPITOL FORMAL SHOP
1357 Commonwealth Ave., Allston
Harvard Avenue
Arlington 4-270
FREE PARKING
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Note: Appointments made for any evening

STUCK FOR DOLLAR? START STICKLING
MAKE '25
WE'LL PAY $25 FOR EVERY SINNER you
and for hundreds more that you can't
yourself. Sticklers are so easy you can think of dozens
they're so easy you can think of dozens

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTES

"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER... CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

Lucky Taste Better

FOR SALE! FOR SALE!
OMEGA A-2 PHOTO ENLARGER
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
Contact GEORGE GLENN
East Campus, Goodale, 107

Photographs appearing in this paper can be obtained from The Tech.
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IN UNBREAKABLE PLASTIC!
Grooves your hair while it treads your scalp. Controls loose danduff. 1.00
SHULTON New York * Toronto

CALANDER says it's spring . . . but it ain't necessarily so. The freezing season may still come up with one last blast. And when that happens, your cigarette smoke makes a mighty crispy wrap. Of course, with Luckies, you can forget the weather. Luckies taste fine all year round—and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette—nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that’s TOASTED to taste even better. Forecast: You’ll say Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!